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This paper explores the effects of pressure on the interfacial surface contacts and the performance of organic solar cells. A combination of experimental techniques and analytical/computational models is used to study the evolving surface contacts profiles that occur when compliant, semi-rigid and rigid particles are interlocked between adjacent layers in model solar cell structures. The effects of layer surface roughness and interlocked (trapped) particles are also considered along with the effects of surface energy, adhesion energy, and pressure. The results show that increased interfacial contact lengths and decreased void lengths are associated with the application of increased pressure. Increased pressure also results in significant improvements in power conversion efficiency. These improvements in power conversion efficiency are associated with the closure up of micro- and nano-voids due to the application of pressure to layers produced via spin coating and thermal evaporation. The results suggest that pressure-induced contacts can be used to enhance the performance of organic solar cells.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bulk heterojunction Organic Photovoltaics (OPVs) have attracted significant interest for large-area solar energy conversion.1 This is due to their attractive combinations of efficiency (~5%-10%) and fabricability from relatively cheap organic materials.2 A typical OPV structure consists of an inorganic Indium-tin oxide (ITO/Glass) anode, a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene:poly(styrenesulphonate)) (PEDOT:PSS) hole transport layer (HTL), and a poly(3-hexylthiophene):phenyl-C61 butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) bulk heterojunction photoactive layer. The electron transport layer (ETL), lithium fluoride (LiF), and a back contact cathode of aluminum complete the device. These HTL and ETL layers facilitate the separation of excitons into electrons and holes and conduct them to the respective electrodes. This gives high organic photovoltaic device performance.2–4

Prior work3–7 has explored a range of HTL materials for Organic Photovoltaics (OPVs) and Organic Light Emitting Devices (OLEDs). These include studies by Du et al.,5 Tong et al.,5 and Agyei-Tuffour et al.2 These studies have shown that the performance of different HTL materials can have significant effects on the performance of OLEDs and OPVs. Inorganic HTLs [vanadium pentoxide (V2O5), nickel oxide (NiO), tungsten trioxide (W2O3), and molybdenum trioxide (MoO3)] have also been shown to enhance the power conversion efficiencies of OLEDs,8–10 while the application of pressure has been shown to enhance the surface contacts between layers in OLEDs and OPVs. However, the application of excessive pressure can also lead to the sink-in of particles that exist between adjacent layers in OPVs and OLEDs. There is, therefore, a need to develop pressure-assisted methods for the fabrication of OLEDs and OPVs with minimal sink-in and improved surface contact that can promote charge and light transport between the layers.

Hence, in this paper, we present the results of a combined experimental and computational/analytical study of the effects of pressure on interfacial surface contacts between layers that are present in typical bulk heterojunction OPVs with PEDOT:PSS HTL. The effects of the applied
pressure are studied in model bi-layers and OPV structures. Pressure is applied to the model bi-layers and OPV structures using polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) stamps. The effects of the film Young’s moduli, adhesion energy, and pressure (on interfacial contacts and void lengths) are modeled using numerical and analytical simulations. The results show that the interfacial surface contacts and OPV energy conversion efficiency improve with applied pressure. The results and their implications are discussed for the design of pressure-assisted fabrication processes.

II. THEORY

A. Modeling of surface contacts

Organic thin films subjected to loading (pressure) may exhibit elastic and/or plastic deformation, depending on the nature of the film. The mechanical properties of the films and the trapped particles may influence the deformation. For instance, Young’s moduli of the films and the trapped particles may lead to the classification of the materials into rigid, semi-rigid, and compliant materials. These different types of trapped particles can greatly influence the deformation behavior of adjacent films.

In the case of compliant organic thin films with trapped particles (silicone, PDMS, photoresist, and textile polymer), the deformation of the layers surrounding rigid trapped particles can be idealized by the deformation of cantilever beams. The resulting cantilever beam deflections, and the interfacial surface contacts between the adjacent layers, can therefore provide insights into the evolution of surface contact between adjacent layers in OPV structures.

When the trapped particles between the layers are rigid (ITO, MoO₃, silicon, aluminum, iron, and quartz), interfacial contact improvements can be difficult to achieve. Furthermore, trapped particles can sink-in into semi-rigid or compliant adjacent layers. The trapped particle sizes usually vary from ~0.1 µm to ~20 µm in diameter. Prior work has shown that increasing pressure results in the increased surface contact, while the void length lengths (S) decreases with increasing pressure. These can result in the increased performance of OPVs and OLEDs.

Prior analytical models have been used to study the surface contacts around interlocked particles during the application of pressure. Figure 1 shows the application of pressure on bilayer and complete device models with varying surface morphologies. Figure 1(a) shows films of increased surface roughness and blister or trapped particle height prior to pressure application with the help of PDMS stamps. Figure 1(b) presents the films with relatively smooth surface morphologies before the application of pressure. Figure 1(c) is the stacking of OPV layers into a complete device before the application of pressure. For a PEDOT:PSS film that forms a blister of radius, “r,” upon sandwiching around a trapped particle (Fig. 1), Du et al., Malysh-Saliganik et al., and Wan-Mai et al. have idealized the contact with a penny crack in bending. Hence, by considering the relationships between the surface energies, as well as the stored energies and other variables, they were able to determine the adhesion energy (γ) between the layers. This is given by

\[ \gamma = \frac{2Ew^3h^2}{3(1-\nu^2)r^2}, \]

where \( E \) is Young’s modulus and \( \nu \) is Poisson’s ratio of the materials that form the organic solar cells; \( w \) and \( h \) are respective thicknesses and heights of the trapped particles or blisters, respectively. When the film’s width compared with the height of the trapped particle is adequately small, then, the film will undergo stretching and bending. Hence, the total energy stored in the film (\( U_T \)) is given by Du et al. as

\[ U_T = \frac{6Eh^2}{s} - \gamma w(L - s), \]

where \( I \) is the second moment of area and \( s \) is the length of void created. Previous work by Agyei-Tuffour et al. has also shown that the void length (\( s \)) and contact length ratio (\( L_c/L \)) are related through the following expressions:
clean room environments. Similar assumptions have been made in prior work by Du et al.5 and Asare et al.17 These give

\[
s = \left( \frac{3Ew^3h^5}{2\gamma} \right)^{\frac{1}{3}}.
\]

and

\[
L_c = 1 - \frac{1}{L} \left( \frac{3Ew^3h^2}{2\gamma} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}.
\]

Similarly, the contact length can also be written as a function of the applied pressure according to Du et al.5 and Tong et al.6 The above analytical models can be used to estimate the contact length ratios between adjacent layers that are present in OPVs and OLEDs. Similar results have also been reported for the cold-welded metallic thin films.15,23–26,28

B. Finite element modeling of contacts

Finite element modeling was carried out using the ABAQUS CAE 6.12 software package (ABAQUS TM, Simulia, Pawtucket, RI, USA). This was used to model interfacial contacts and void length profiles associated with the surface roughness of the layers in the three-layered composite OPV system. The simulations considered the contacts profiles associated with a typical blister height of ~1 μm, which is representative of migrating airborne dust particles in clean room environments.14 Similar assumptions have been made in prior work by Du et al.5 and Moreau et al.17

The influence of surface morphology (surface roughness) was also considered in modeling the pressure effects with four node finite element mesh. Fine mesh was used in the simulation of contacts that had large displacements and relatively high stress gradients. The possibility of displacement and rotation about the bottom part of the substrate was eliminated by fixing the substrate. Lateral movements were also eliminated because the outer edge of the model was also fixed, as reported in prior work.5,7,28 Assuming that all the thin films were isotropic, a uniform pressure of ~10 MPa (Ref. 29) was applied to the stamp in the simulations. The deformation was then simulated (in ABAQUS) around trapped in the model OPV structures.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Photovoltaic device fabrication and characterization

In order to validate the numerical and analytical models, pressure-assisted experiments were performed on model OPV devices and bi-layers. The model photovoltaic devices were fabricated from layers with a Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PC60BM/LiF/Al architecture. The effects of pressure (on the efficiencies of the devices) were studied by measuring the current-voltage characteristics of the OPVs with Keithley Model 2400 system (Keithley Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, USA). The surface/interfacial morphologies associated with the pressured films were observed in a Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope (FEGSEM, Carl-Zeiss Evo MA-10 SEM, Oberkochen, Germany) that was operated at a voltage of 10–15 kV and a pressure of 4 × 10−6 mbar. Exposure of electrons was limited to 30 s to minimize the structural changes due to electron/material interactions. Grazing Incidence Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) experiments were conducted on the polymer blend films to investigate the influence of pressure on polymer chain alignment, crystallinity, and interfacial contact morphology. The experiments were carried out using a 13.5 keV and 9.18 nm wavelength x-ray beam at the X9 beamline, (NSLS, Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA) with grazing incidence angles ranging from ~0.07° to ~0.15°. The results presented in this paper are from incidence angle of ~0.12° which is above the critical angle of the polymer blend. 2D images and 1D line scans were collected and converted into q-space using silver behenate powder as the standard.

Devices were fabricated using patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) on glass substrates. The patterned ITO substrate was ultrasonically cleaned with acetone, ethanol, and deionized water in succession. The substrates were then further cleaned in an Ultra-Violet Ozone system (UVOCES, Lansdale, PA, USA) for 10 min, before spin coating an ~40 nm thick layer of PEDOT:PSS into the ITO layer at 3500 rpm for 1 min. The resulting composite was heat treated in air at 120 °C for 10 min. This was followed by the deposition of the P3HT:PCBM active layer (20 mg/ml concentration of P3HT:PCBM in chlorobenzene was deposited at 700 rpm spin speed for 180 s to obtain ~80 nm thick films). The three-layered composite OPV system was transferred into an argon filled glove box and annealed at 140 °C for 4 min. Subsequently, ~0.2 nm protective layer of LiF and a 150 nm Al back contact layer were thermally deposited onto the three-layered structure to produce devices with cross-sectional surface areas of ~0.105 cm².

The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the resulting devices were measured before and after the application of pressure to PDMS stamps (diameter (φ) = 30 mm, thickness (δ) = 5 mm). Furthermore, since previous studies5,29 have shown that pressures greater than ~10 MPa results in excessive particle sink-in that can cause layer damage and reduced photoconversion efficiency. An applied pressure of ~10 MPa was used in this study to explore the effects of applied pressure. This was also carried out at room-temperature (~25 °C) under ambient conditions, as reported in prior work.5,7,29

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Surface characterization and interface morphology of thin films

Figures 2(a)–2(e) present typical SEM images of the interfacial surface morphologies of the layers in the
P3HT:PCBM OPV structures. The SEM and optical micrographs as a function of pressure application are also shown. It can be observed that the increase in pressure leads to the increase in relative smoothness in the surface morphology. The inset in Fig. 2, (i)–(vi) show the optical images showing the changes in the surface morphologies from the roughest to the smoothest films in the micro-scale. These surface changes confirm the observation from the AFM studies29 that the higher the applied pressure, the relatively smoother the films. The average surface roughness ($R_a$) values are presented in Table I. These show that the PEDOT:PSS layer had $R_a \approx 0.8 \pm 0.1$ nm, while the P3HT:PCBM layer had $R_a \approx 0.7 \pm 0.1$ nm. From Table I, the adhesion energies between the glass substrate, PEDOT:PSS, and P3HT:PCBM are 9.3, 2.9, and 0.5 J/m$^2$, respectively.6,31

The SEM micrographs establish the relationship between the interfacial contact morphologies and the applied pressure. It can be seen that the surface appearance shows relative decrease in surface roughness ranging from the pressure-less condition to the 15 MPa. The 10 MPa applied pressure produced the least roughness ($R_a \approx 0.7 \pm 0.1$) for P3HT:PCBM and ($R_a \approx 0.8 \pm 0.1$) for the PEDOT:PSS film. The enhancement in the surface smoothness improves the interfacial contacts and the transport of electrons and holes. These will also reduce the partial contacts and layer sink-in phenomena and hence the improvement in the device performance after pressure application.7,29

The pressure application on the OPV layers again lead to changes in the orientation of the polymer backbone chains in the P3HT and PEDOT:PSS. The bonds between the chain become stretched, elongated, and orderly as presented in the GIWAXS out-of-plane and in-plane profiles in Figs. 3(a)–3(c). The schematic representation in Fig. 3(a) shows the interaction between grazing incidence x-ray beam and the polymer blend film that have been subjected to $\approx 10$ MPa pressure. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) present the 1D profile for the out-of-plane and the in-plane directions for P3HT and P3HT:PCBM films, respectively. The (100), (200), and (300)
peaks positions are associated with the out-of-plane and the dominant peak in the in-plane was the (010). Prior work has shown that P3HT chains preferentially align themselves in the edge-on configuration with the π-π stacking in the (010) direction. Therefore, with the application of pressure in the out-of-plane direction and perpendicular to the substrate, the bonds between the polymer backbones are also elongated in the in-plane direction leading to the edge-on configuration. This orientation of the polymer chain increases the OPV performance due to the enhancements in the polymer crystallinity in the blend.

Figure 4 presents the photo-absorbance enhancements in the active P3HT:PCBM layer after the application of pressure. The region of absorption of the P3HT:PCBM film also covers the ultra violet (UV) and visible ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum.

It is important to note here that, there is an active interaction between the P3HT and the PCBM in the active layer. In the samples without applied pressure, the absorbance in the polymer blend was observed to be marginal. However, this was not the case in the pressure applied samples because the absorbance of the P3HT:PCBM blend increased (Fig. 4). This increase is attributed to the reduction in the surface roughness and increased polymer crystallinity, after the application of pressure to the films.

B. Analytical modeling of adhesion and contacts

The analytical predictions of the effects of pressure on contact lengths [obtained from Eqs. (1)–(5)] are presented in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). These show that the contact length ratios increase, while the void lengths decrease with increasing applied pressure. The contact length also increases with increasing adhesion energy. This confirms that contact between the adjacent layers in OPVs can be controlled by the selection of adjacent materials with increased adhesion energy, and also by the application of pressure to the film stacks.

The above results show trends that are consistent with the results from previous studies in which increasing applied pressure (on OLED layers) have been shown to reduce nano-void sizes, increase interfacial contacts, and result in enhanced current-voltage characteristics of organic light emitting devices (OLEDs) and in bulk heterojunction photovoltaic cells (OPVs). The current results, therefore, suggest that enhanced interfacial contacts can be used to improve the performance of OPV devices.

C. Finite element modeling of layered OPV structures

Figure 6 presents a finite element model of contact profiles in a layered OPV device subjected to applied pressure.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**FIG. 3.** Polymer crystallinity and chain alignments upon pressure application: (a) GIWAXS representation of the polymer blend-substrate-x-ray interactions, (b) 1D out-of-plane peaks: (100), (200), (300) and in-plane profile showing the (010) dominant peak of P3HT films and (c) the out of plane peak directions [(100), (200), and (300)] indicating the orientation of P3HT crystallites in P3HT:PCBM blends.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**FIG. 4.** Shows the ultra-violet-visible (UV-Vis) enhancements in the photo-absorbance of P3HT:PCBM thin films upon the application of pressure. The pressure applied include: pressure-less, 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, and 15 MPa.
The geometry of the evolved contacts and the formation of blisters, prior to the pressure application with the assistance of PDMS stamps, are also shown. The associated stress distributions in the layered structure and in the trapped particles are also presented in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a), the upper film shows no bending around the rigid trapped particle and the stresses are mainly concentrated around the trapped particle region. Figure 7(b) shows bending of the upper layer and trapped particle sink-in in the adjacent layers due to excessive pressure application. The stresses in the trapped particle are high compared to the stresses in the entire region of the OPV layers.

The high stresses around the trapped particle decrease with increasing distance from the particle. The von Mises stress distributions in the semi-rigid and compliant particles are lower than those around rigid particles in which the Mises stresses are much higher around the trapped particles. These clearly show that Young’s moduli of the trapped particles strongly affect the stress concentrations around the trapped particles. Such high stresses can in turn lead to the degradation of the multilayered structures of the OPVs.

High modulus particles such as aluminum (~70 GPa), MoO₃ (~64.6 GPa), plain carbon steel (~205 GPa), in Table I, result in high stress concentrations that can lead to device degradation and failure of OPV structures. Intermediate and lower modulus particles such as poly-2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene [MEH:PPV (~11.5 GPa)], PEDOT:PSS (~1.56 GPa), P3HT:PCBM (~6.02 GPa), and so on, easily deform to improve the contact length ratios. They also distribute the stresses within the entire region of contact.

Typical deformation profiles around the trapped particles are shown in Fig. 8. The smooth surface morphologies and soft trapped particles require lower pressures to achieve enhanced contact length, while rougher surface morphologies and rigid trapped particles require higher pressures to
achieve improved contact lengths. In most cases, the latter results in multiple partial contacts and particle sink-in, this degrades the device performance. Hence, pressure-assisted fabrication of OPVs should not use applied pressures above $\sim 10$ MPa. This result agrees with studies by Du et al., Akande et al., and Agyei-Tuffour et al. who reported $\sim 8.6$ MPa for pressure-assisted OLED fabrication, and $\sim 10$ MPa pressure for OPV fabrication.

**D. Performance of OPVs**

The performance of OPVs was characterized using the energy conversion efficiencies associated with the measured current-voltage characteristics. This was done before and after the application of pressure ($\sim 10$ MPa). The results of the current density-voltage measurements are presented in Fig. 9 and Table II for the OPV, before and after the application of pressure. After pressure application, $\sim 18\%$ increase in the short circuit current ($I_{sc}$) was observed, with a corresponding $7.20\%$ increase in the fill factor. The efficiency of the OPV also increased from $3.5\%$ to $4.4\%$, following the application of pressure. This represents an average increase of $\sim 25\%$ in the efficiency of the OPV device. It is important to note, however, that the devices with PEDOT:PSS and P3HT:PCBM layers experienced significantly increased contacts. Hence, the observed increase in the photo-conversion efficiencies is associated with the improved interfacial contacts that can occur in these layers, following the application of pressure to the film stacks. It is postulated that these can enhance the transport of light and charge across the interfaces.

**E. Implications**

The implications of the results are very significant. First, the study shows that the power conversion efficiencies of OPVs can be significantly improved by the application of pressure. This causes voids to close up, thereby increasing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPV device</th>
<th>Open circuit voltage, $V_{oc}$ (V)</th>
<th>Short circuit current, $I_{sc}$ (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>Power conversion efficiency PCE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPV₀</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPV₁₀</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 7.** Stress distributions induced by trapped particles and OPV layers: (a) von Mises stress distribution in and around the trapped particle and in the films, and (b) the sink-in phenomena of OPV layers and trapped particles and the associated stress distributions in the layered structures.

**FIG. 8.** Schematic diagram of the deformation profiles of trapped particle between the PEDOT:PSS film and the glass substrate with the application of pressure. The height of the particles: rigid, semi-rigid, and compliant are $h_r$, $h_{sr}$, and $h_c$, respectively.

**FIG. 9.** Power conversion efficiency and current-voltage characteristics of organic photovoltaic devices under pressure application.
the contact lengths between adjacent layers. Furthermore, in all cases, the contact lengths increase under pressure, while the void lengths decrease under pressure. This results in increased contact areas across the interfaces in the OPV structures. Hence, the higher power conversion efficiency of ~25% observed after the application of pressure is attributed largely to the increased contact areas due to the application of pressure.

Hence, the performance of OPV structures can be enhanced by the application of controlled levels of pressure during lamination and stamping processes. Such pressure may be applied after using the conventional spin-coating and thermal evaporation techniques to deposit the individual layers in the OPV structures. However, care is needed to ensure that the applied pressure does not exceed ~10 MPa in P3HT:PCBM systems due to the potential for excessive layer deformation and/or particle sink-in, which may cause damage to the device.

The required balance of improved contact without excessive sink-in can also be guided using the results of the analytical and computational models presented in this paper. Such developments could facilitate the development of fast, low-cost stamping and roll-to-roll processes,27 for the fabrication of efficient OPV structures.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper presents the results of a combined analytical, computational, and experimental study of interfacial surface contacts and the performance of OPVs. The models predict that the interfacial surface contacts increase with increasing adhesion energies (between adjacent surface layers) and adhesion layers. However, the excessive pressure application can lead to device degradation and damage. The predictions from the models were also verified with experiments that show that pressures up to ~10 MPa result in improved power conversion efficiencies from ~3.5% to ~4.4%.
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